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About This Game

Water Planet is a single-player first-person adventure set in a distant blue world. Gather resources to fuel an
interstellar ship as your on-board A.I. Gemini guides you through sunken ruins and ocean depths while listening to the

music of VIRGO.

Upon entering the atmosphere of a distant blue world, you are awoken from cryosleep to gather resources to fuel your interstellar
journey onward. With the guidance of your on-board A.I., Gemini, hunt down crystal shards amid sunken monuments and alien

flora.

When intermittent energy surges disable the link between you and Gemini, encounter a lone cybernetic jellyfish named Aqua. Travel
through portals, dive to the depths of the ocean and fly on a hover transport that connects the ruins of a lost civilization. Enter the

world and music of VIRGO on Water Planet before you launch back into hyperspace.

Developed in Unreal Engine 4

VR and Desktop Modes Both Supported

Water Planet supports the HTC Vive with its motion controllers and standard desktop play as well. No VR headset is
required, but it is suggested.

Key Features
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Soundtrack and Original Score by VIRGO - Includes songs from Water Planet EP, accompanied by an
atmospheric and evolving score that builds throughout each level, all written and performed by VIRGO.

Emotive Narrative - While gathering resources on a distant planet, help your new cybernetic jellyfish friend
name Aqua.

Expansive Levels - Explore open waters, trek over liquid mountains and wander through alien structures across
a blue-hued and abandoned world.

Interactive Music - Be a part of the music throughout the game and have a chance to interact with it in an
unexpected way.

Checkpoint System - Unlock checkpoints at the start of each level to resume play or revisit a level.

Objective Markers - In addition to narrative guidance from Gemini, your onboard A.I., luminous light spheres
guide you.

Trading Cards and Badges

Collect 15 unique tradings cards featuring scenes from the game. Craft badges to show off Crystal Shard collecting
expertise ranging from Novice to Legendary.
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Title: Water Planet
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
The Revera Corporation
Publisher:
The Revera Corporation
Release Date: 5 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: Dual Core 2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 460 or equivalent for desktop (non-VR) play, Nividia 970 or equivalent for VR play

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 3411 MB available space

English,French
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This game is Cuhrayzee!!! *cough*.
This is a fab port over from the 360 + PS3 version, with added features making the most of what the PC is capable of, for
example Turbo mode or one of the unlockable modes which fills out you screen with monsters only limited to as much your
CPU can handle.
Even though this is the 4th game in the series new players will not feel lost since the game will gently ease them into action
before you know you'll be making Sick Smooth Stunning moves.
The graphics on this game are awesome making use of the impressive MT Framework engine, so even a toater could run this.
Overall I'm just telling you to play it tottaly worth it and many hours of fun are to be had.. I played it for years and its a good
game. Reason for downvote is that I
cant play it anymore after they updated it and support is not answering.

Game crashes on 3 different PC's. Everyone who not gets support should downvote them. Lets see whether we can get their lazy
@sses up again!. i dont see how people dont like this game so much some of it is boring but its more of a game you would play
like when your bored and you have beaten every other game you own. so if you are going to buy this game buy it in the bros
bundle it comes cheaper and with some better games than this one. I dont know why people are complaining about it... It costs
99 cents. This game is worth it.. Typical french game. A convoluted system and a poorly optimized engine. Pseudo Manga art
style close to something like Dofus, blatantly copied. It's lazy and shameless. It's made with unity, what did I expect?
Apaprently was financed through kickstarter... I feel for the backers.

Got refunded. Stay away

-----------------------------------------------------

Jeu fran\u00e7ais typique. Syst\u00e8me de jeu complexifi\u00e9 juste pour se sentir unique. Comment tortiller du cul pour
chier droit. Moteur graphique optimis\u00e9 avec les pieds. Style pseudo manga directement d\u00e9riv\u00e9 de Dofus,
plagi\u00e9 ici sans vergogne. C'est pr\u00e9tencieux et fait a la va vite. Un truc cod\u00e9 sur Unity, j'aurai du m'y attendre.
Ca a \u00e9t\u00e9 financ\u00e9 via Kickstarter apparement. J'ai mal pour ceux qui ont soutenu le projet.

J'ai demand\u00e9 le remboursement. A fuir.. Classic platforming puzzle goodness. The first Oddworld still holds up to the test
of time. If you can't wait for New 'n' Tasty to hit Steam or if you are just curious to experience where it all started, it's well
worth a purchase!. awesome game, great graphics almost absolutely no lag for me on highest settings (i have a mid 2013
macbook air 13 inch by the way) if your worried about few people being on multiplayer don't worry cause theres always loads
of players online and overall i think its a great game i have few gripes about it but i will say them for one being very few zombie
maps if you don't buy the dlc and two if you try to connect a ps3 or xbox controller which i don't know why you would anyway
the view starts drifting towards the bottom left corner which renders the game pretty much unplayable with a controller and if
someone knows how to fix this please let me know anyway its a great game and i definitely recommend it and give it a thumbs
up. Preety good in it's way. But i got 1 bug. I got sound only on 1 side (right). This game has poor graphics, very limited
gameplay and only five basic levels in campaign mode. Additionally, I encountered a bug where I couldn't get a building's
upgrade menu up more than once. (If that's because there's something happening at the time, then there needs to be some sort of
feedback so the user knows this.)

The game has only a few buildings, you're constantly bringing in resources at a decent rate with nothing to deplete them, so it's
not really a resource management game, and my cursor was often some distance away from where the structure I was building
would be located, rendering large parts of the screen impossible to build upon.
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Let me save your time and simply tell you that this story is abysmally bad. Its writing is cringe-worthy. Its subjects could be
considered offensive, both to people and to your mind. People may put on heaps of praise for its story, but only really if you're
unironically into gritty, edgy, writing. If you're into Visual Novels, there are numerous others out there far more worthy than this
garbage. Don't bother even downloading the free chapters, because it will more than likely be a massive waste of your time..
Probably one of the best arcade racers ever released. It is just mindblowing how fun it can get.
Can confirm that all modes can be played in local multiplayer.
So happy I gave the demo a chance.. it's a very amateurish game made in unity with a very, very bad voice acting. If you go to
settings, you can't really change anything it seems, and when you come back to the menu there is no audio anymore, then you
start a new game still no audio, you must exit the game and start it without seeing the options screen.

Then you get in the game, you begin to search for these huge gasoline tanks to fill up your tiny oil lamp and your lamp is empty
in like less than a minute? I've never seen a lamp run out of fuel so quickly... Then you reach a house that is, for the most part, is
super dark so you won't get anywhere without your trusty lamp, I'm not sure if I can stack gasoline tanks for the lamp, but surely
there aren't a many of them around to actually find out if they stack.

The gameplay itself doesn't make sense, you must VERY SLOWLY tune the radio bit by bit, by pressing E each time, but the
radio keeps teleporting. And you must constantly watch a mannequin that is gradually building itself up that is sitting at the
table, you must break it, to prevent forming himself each time or when he does he will follow you around the house and kill you
if he approaches you. It's really more like a cheap jumpscare kill, you don't really see it walking around the house, just suddenly
you see it in your face and it's not that scary either. This game could be fixed, perhaps, with a lot of work. As of now surely not
recommended.. Really fun game! The gameplay feel and physics feel bang on for this type of game.
Story is pretty surface-level, but motivating. Outstanding pixel graphics and voice-acted cut-scenes.

PRO TIP: Mute the game for the boss battles, There are waaay too few voiced lines during those, meaning the 2-3 boss lines
will literally repeat dozens of times!. Feels like a real cheap copy of Team Fortress II, in all aspect.
Not fun, almost no playerbase, it's darn empty.
I'm not whining about graphics, physics or anything because It's not worth that much.

I see two end of this game:
A complete overhaul or remove from Store.
Too much lame stuffs already on Steam, thanks to Greenlight.. I like the game hard but it's a problem! When the baby comes
and goldie comes in. The rest of the game is great. Resolve please!. Freebie.
I got the coupon for this game through badge crafting, so it cost 33% less! and for the grand prize of 0,66€ you do get a bit of
fun. It is a quite challenging game after a while, but it gets old fast, sadly.
Still, I enjoyed the few minutes I had with it, so buy away. It does have a nice old school feel about it and I can see myself
cranking it out for a bit of reaction training and just fun while waiting for something else or listening to music.

Getting to the music. I love the arcade style music in this game and you can even switch through different soundtracks for it.
That does make a lot of fun!. Just bought this game and played 2nd level and noticed the block would shoot to the other side and
force me to restart then when it would move correctly it would then shoot past the gate and into the weeds making me restart..
not sure if that is intended or just a flaw that needs to be fixed by the developer. otherwise this is a good game to play when you
just want to wind down from the big games and play something simple..
(sorry for run on sentences its 5:20am lol)
i recommend this title, and support the developers!

About Missing Savedata:
We are recently aware that some of you have lost your savedata. We're very sorry about this situation.

1. Please zip the following folder C:\Users\YOUR USER NAME\AppData\LocalLow\Oneshark\Great Hero's Beard and send it
to support_eng@sakuragame.com. Please also tell us the progress in your game before the data was lost. We'll try and fix, and if
we can't, we'll send you a similar data.
2. We're trying to fix the problen, and we're about to add the Steam Cloud function to allow you to access your saved game
anywhere.
3. We apologize for the bad experience, please believe in us that we'll be better over time.. Fall Update Patch2:
Greetings beard owners! Today we present you with a mini Fall update which contains plenty of bug fixes and small very
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practical features. We got plenty more epic stuff coming next big update ''Winter is Coming''.

Features
Added Toggle button in settings for the grain and scratches to turn off if players wish
Keybind so you can add stats using 1,2,3,4,5 numeric keys
Sell all button above inventory
Auto-save during every game transition (will save after every battle due to this now)
German Localization added!

Bugs
Fixed the Settings bug you showed in screenshot where jap text didnt fit.
Fixed the Yellow text for new stat comparison, it was mistakenly showing on Percentage stats
Fixed the Russian Exp Bonus text, running out of the text box so russians couldnt see their exp bonus
Fixed bug allowing to double click map nodes fast and get 2 Turguts
Fixed Russian Language Flag is back in (it got overwritten and removed-sorry for that!)
Fixed the bug that caused XP retirement bonus to disappear after language change
Fixed XP bonus not showing up when it gets too many characters in the text

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkpVMomz5yQ. PATCH NOTES 11.23:
The Winter is Coming update is finally here:
*We got 6 new maps
*3 new bosses
*new items
*Max stat upgrades increased from 150 to 200
*princess's max levels increased from 100 to 120
*Max princess's stat upgrades also increased from 60 to 80
*4 new achievements. Update 1.14:
Wondering what that pink cloud is hovering on the world map? It is our new challenge Pink Slime Forever!
Complete this and 2 other brand new maps. See if you are Destiny's Next Challenger!

Turgut's maximum retirement level increased from 60->80 but beware the consequences it brings to Turgut's health!

Turgut's max upgrade stats increaed 200->250

Max princess level increased 120->130

Princess max upgrade stats increased 80->100

For quality of gamer life, we have also added a feature which allows you to convert your unused Skill Points to Stat Points at a
rate of 1 skill point for 2 stat points.
This becomes available after you hit retirement 30 and remains available the rest of the game.

French Language Added!

Have a great time and thanks for your continued loyalty!. Day 1 Bug Fix Rollout:
1. Intro animation had an untranslated line which was fixed
2. A couple translations were small, unreadable, clipped and were fixed
3. Items with a NEW stat will show yellow stat text upon Item Comparison
4. Achievements for stats, such as speed demon, should now also unlock when adding Gear, not just from the [+] symbol
5. KEEP GIVING US FEEDBACK - HELP US MAKE ONESHARK GREAT AGAIN. :)
ONESHARK·SakuraGame. Update 12.18 Fixes and Balancing:
Development:
Cloud Saves implemented
Big Reset Button, is now available to anyone lvl 60 retirement - it resets Turgut's stat points for reorganization
Incremental Saves added as failsafe, these occur on any Big Reset and retirement
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Save functionality a bug was removed that could've been responsible for lost saves
Prevention method for those who accidentally had a princess 1 level too high, this allows the bug to fix itself so you can play
without error
Map Camera is reset upon the beginner zones, not the frozen zone

Balancing:
Avalanche Legendary Axe drop boosted from 0.01% to 2%
Sea King's Legendary Sword drop boosted from 0.01% to 0.05%. GHB Battle Manager Update:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rhCfpmfOsOs
*New Battle Helpers feature. Pick which one of your princesses you want to fight along in battle. They gain XP and level up
just like Turgut. After leveling up distribute stat and skill points of you liking. The higher the total level of all princesses the
more bonus stat points you earn.
*Max upgradable stat points increased from 120->150
*Coming up this Christmas: Winter is Coming Update!
*6 New Maps & most powerful 3 bosses yet!. Great Hero's Beard New Game:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1088400/DungeonMaze/
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